Personal Solutions, Personal Attention, Personal Justice
Geherin Law Group, PLLC
To us, it’s Personal. For every client
facing a personal legal crisis, Geherin
Law Group, PLLC strives to provide
personal solutions, personal attention
and personal justice. A personal legal
crisis can strike at any time: an arrest
for drunk driving or a criminal offense;
a campus discipline investigation; a
loved one killed by a drunk driver; a
loss of driving privileges. When a legal
crisis does arise, clients have no better
ally than Geherin Law Group, PLLC—an
Ann Arbor-based law firm dedicated to
providing extraordinary personal justice
when clients need it most.
Firm founder Daniel T. Geherin is a former
prosecutor and board-certified criminal
trial attorney who has been practicing
law for 23+ years. He has been rated by
Martindale-Hubbell as AV-Preeminent;
listed in The Best Lawyers in America;
named by Super Lawyers Magazine in
the field of Criminal Defense; recognized
as a “Top Lawyer” by Detroit Business
Magazine; and scored 10/10 “superb”

by AVVO.com. He also has received
150+ 5-star client reviews.
Mr. Geherin is licensed to practice
law in Michigan and California. He
has
prosecuted/defended/litigated
nearly every type of criminal case,
including criminal sexual conduct
offenses, homicide cases, narcotic
violations, domestic violence charges,
embezzlement and fraud investigations,
theft offenses, and countless drunk driving
allegations. In all, Mr. Geherin has helped
3,000 clients in criminal, civil, juvenile and
license cases throughout Michigan, and
he has completed over 200 trials.
With 24/7 accessibility, a trusted network
of professionals and investigators, and
a specialized/targeted criminal justice
practice, Geherin Law Group, PLLC is
dedicated to achieving unparalleled
client satisfaction and results for every
single client we represent.
To us, it’s Personal.
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